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BUR.I.A.L. OR1 RESURRECTION 
The objective has always been to 
the peaceful integration of political 
.  ' 
. Despite this popular support,  direct attempts to achieve 
.\  ,,,·  ..  One of the most spectacular failures was the 
· ·:  · '..';.:  .,:}'  flrst attempt to gove Western Europe and then the Community of the 
·.:'  ~··" .... ''i-:  ' ..  ,  ..  . 
,oL;)'  Six a  Federal political structure  - this was the European Defense  · 
_;j,:'  _::;:·c~~munity and its logical upshot,  the European Political Community.''' 
.. •  '  "f: .!;}  '  '  I 
.·.·  ·:  ·,,,,  To tell the truth,  this enterprise was handicapped from the outset ·  . 
•  " '  jf  .~:"  -_~:  .• :_.  ~.  ~.,!  ·~-~  -~- :  ' 
...  :l~  ··~"~' ... ·::'  ;:'Iii-'•~'  because it tried to tackle the problems of national sovereignty and 
;  _·  ·t~-~~~f:i~':' 1.  rf~:~i~\ 1~'  !_:  '~  ;_.('/.::'~~::-~  .... •: 
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·  _,,;:~:,~.;.'_:  j::·~-. ·'?." · .. ;:German rearmament simultaneously.  . . , 
~i(/.;!:\'f~!t~.;;,~;,t·~e~be~:tt::.:~:c::::;.:h:e  :::::::::::~~~0  ~=~~:::~a:::  born 
·::_:;.~---:,,:·:'./  <:::::._~~::  _it  was•hoped that the logic of events would push member states into 
.  ~b.  ~--!.·! •-·':  .... )  ··~  _  >~v·.  ·:  :(\·.~( ... : .,_  delegating more and more of their decisions to a  decision-maldng center 
.  ·: -.;  •  .'  .. ,,.  -!~~-.; :.'  ·,.,  .  .  ••  ~ i.  "_ ..... '  ;  . 
~- ;<!Lfir:-:1t'  :.:,;_,-:;_~,  :which could r-espond to the economic realities.  Gradually,  it was hoped, 
·  .. \  .. "  ..... !. .. !-~~:::\··.·. :~ .......  :·~~  ..  ,,  . 
vr:t.;•J:·;  :-.  .,· •'  ,-i.-,
1  the division between economic policy and other aspects of policy would 
.·· ..  ~:~,  ·~h;:-~::·7·:·1·;;·  :1:.·-·-j·_.\  •p,  •  •  .  • 
. ,_· ..  ~:;('~
1 -f!:·'~  ·:  ·.-J-:':;1  ;:-,~.be  seen to 'become ever more artificial and unworkable,  and policy· 
::·-.,-!  ... ·-~;:~~;r  .. :r_·1r- ~ ... _:~·.; ..  · :;<!;<.~_  • 
•· 
1 W\":ji~;:~·:·' ;·;•l  :_.,;:··  1ntegrahon would reach out from its economic origins into the whole 
·.  ):;:'-!;,1  ~-:'·:·  ...  ,:-~:~L  :'. ,(';.  ·.  ,  .  .  . 
-'•.  ,  .·· ·•'.  •;;1.<~ ... ·.  ···  .  ;:  , spectrum of pohtlcal hfe. 
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The pooling of reserves linked to short 
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i~deed the focus of our ·efforts has dramatically.·shifted 
~_Within t~e ¢~mmunity, 
:: ;.:.'.  If 1974 was a  year of demolition, 
!·:.: .... 
it also marked the beginning 
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We are on our way again :  chastened but correctec 
this year we are recovering our momentum. 
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